Saturation-transfer electron paramagnetic resonance detection of anisotropic motion by sickle hemoglobin molecules in the polymer state.
The motional behavior of spin-labeled deoxygenated sickle hemoglobin has been studied by using both 9- and 35-GHz saturation-transfer electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR). Using spectral subtraction techniques and saturation-transfer EPR parameter correlation plots, we find that the saturation-transfer EPR spectra for the sickle hemoglobin gel state at high temperature and high hemoglobin concentration cannot be described as a simple superposition of spectra from immobilized hemoglobin plus solution-state hemoglobin but instead suggest that the individual sickle hemoglobin molecules exhibit limited, anisotropic, rotational oscillation within the polymer fiber. The spectra also imply that the symmetry axis for sickle hemoglobin rotational oscillation is approximately coincident with the nitroxide z axis of the covalently attached spin-label. We suggest that this anisotropic rotational motion may be produced by one or two of the known intermolecular contact sites within the sickle hemoglobin fiber acting as strong intermolecular binding sites, and producing "motional alignment" within the fiber; determining the location of the strong binding site should be important in focusing the future development of antisickling agents.